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Note: These UMaine/UMM FAQs are subject to change at any time. Please check the FAQ site for full information. The most recent additions and changes are at the top of this page for convenient review.

Pass/fail and other academics questions update:

How does pass/fail grading impact continuing merit scholarship eligibility?

For continuing Merit Scholarship eligibility, students must meet the cumulative GPA required by their particular scholarship(s) along with other renewal criteria. Since there is no GPA associated with pass/fail classes, this grading option will not impact students' current cumulative GPA. Continuing merit scholarship eligibility is reviewed at the end of the spring semester. Students not meeting the renewal requirements will receive a notification from the Office of Student Financial Aid which will give information regarding submitting an appeal. If the appeal is approved, the student will be placed on Merit Scholarship probation for the following semester. If the appeal is not approved, the student will not be eligible for their scholarship until they meet the requirements of their particular scholarship(s).